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smaart v8 introduces the session folder and with it the most functionally practical data handling and storage paradigm in the history of the smaart platform. pinned to the top of the data bar, the session folder serves as the target location for all new captured data.
automatically named with the current date when created, the session folder may be re-named or swapped out at any time. the global program data bar keeps all of your data organized and at your fingertips with nested folders and convenient options such as new folder
from selected or the ability to quickly average selected stored traces of the same type via right select > average. smaart v8 also offers an array of new capabilities including a completely re-thought and re-designed windows implementation that offers increased multi-core
processing, multi-window operating, and multi-platform support for both 32 and 64 bit operating systems. it also adds the ability to export raw windows/64 bit wave data and/or directly import wave file data from applications such as sound forge, audacity, and power
analysis tools. smaart v8 also includes extensive user level settings and analysis menus that you can use to tailor the software to your specific needs. using smaart v8 you can now set all the frequency and time settings (inherited from v8) for both the sound capture and
analysis sections. smaart v8 also offers a new real-time configuration dialog that enables you to easily and quickly configure common measurement parameters such as i/o device, window, and capture device settings using a single mouse click.
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